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Over the past few years, an increasing number of Pay TV operators have recognized the value of 
delivering content directly to consumers. OTT video services have been gaining in popularity for 
quite some time and savvy operators are realizing that the only way to remain relevant in this 
new landscape is by launching their own OTT services to complement a linear channel lineup. 
If done well, not only can these services compete, but they can become the central hub for 
consumers to access all of their video content. 

Android TV is an increasingly interesting option for operators who are looking to provide a 
branded offering.  A recent report from Rethink Research shows that Android TV adoption has 
accelerated in both set-top-boxes and smart TVs over the past few years. It is also estimated that 
the Android TV Operator Tier will grow globally from currently accounting for 5% of the installed 
operator set-top base to around 23% in 2026.

EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED TO KNOW ABOUT 
ANDROID TV LAUNCHER
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What are the differences 
in the world of Pay TV? 
When Google opened the Android OS 
to Smart TV manufacturers and then to 
STB providers, Android TV suddenly had 
the opportunity to become the first 
completely standardized OS platform 
for the Pay TV sector.



In the world of Pay TV, there has long been a thirst for standard platforms that allow rapid 
development of applications and user interfaces on the set-top box. This thirst has been driven by 
operators’ desire to innovate on a flexible platform without having to source new hardware and 
software for each new user interface development program. It has also been encouraged by 3rd 
party content vendors who would like to license their apps or OTT video services to the traditional 
broadcast operators without having to undertake development of a unique, bespoke app and 
integration for each operator deployment.

Meanwhile, in the consumer mobile phone market, Google’s Android OS made very clear that a 
standardized platform with a competitive UI and robust app vendor community could allow a 
huge range of phone hardware and custom services to flourish. In this world, Google acts both as 
platform steward, and as the provider of value-added services like the Google Play Store, YouTube, 
Google Search, and Google Assistant. This stable and wide-reaching platform for mobile phone 
users has encouraged a thriving community of Android app developers, OTT content partners, 
and DRM and security vendors.

When Google opened the Android OS to Smart TV manufacturers and then to STB providers, 
Android TV suddenly had the opportunity to become the first completely standardized OS 
platform for the Pay TV sector. The company was able to offer an existing  app and developer 
community with willingness to transition their existing mobile and  tablet device experiences into 
TV user interfaces.

What is Android TV?
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The Custom Launcher

The most visible effect of the Operator Tier 
rules is the ability for an operator to create 
a custom launcher. “Launcher” is the name 
Android TV gives to the screen that appears 
at boot-up time and contains access to all 
installed apps and menu options on the set-
top box. Historically in Android TV, the stock 
Google-designed “Leanback Launcher” was 
the only option available: a single UI screen 
showing a list of content recommendations, 
plus two shelves for installed apps and games.

Under the Operator Tier rules, Google now 
permits a fully-customized operator-designed 
launcher to act as the sole entry point into the 
UI. The Android TV launcher does no longer 
need to be available to the viewer and there 
is no requirement for a dedicated Android-
branded “home key” on the remote control. 
Instead, the operator is now free to choose 
how a user arrives on their main screen, 
delivering a unified, branded look and feel for 
one of the most important parts of the Pay TV 
user experience.
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Understanding the Google Operator 
Tier Program

In September 2016, Google announced the 
“Operator Tier”; a certification program 
to allow operators to distribute their 
own custom set-top boxes based on the 
Android TV platform. This program received 
immediate interest from operators who 
could now replace the standard Google 
launcher in a bid  to provide a more 
immersive and branded user experience on 
their top-tier hardware.

Today, Google’s Operator Tier program offers 
Pay TV operators a flexible way to replace the 
default Google application launcher with their 
own custom or product-based operator user 
interface. It also enables operators to prioritize 
their own content over that of 3rd parties in 
all aspects of the experience; from the home 
screen to the channel guide, and even within 
the Android-powered universal search results. 
This flexibility allows for an almost entirely 
operator-driven user experience built on the 
standard Android TV platform.

Operators entering into the Google Operator 
Tier program are able to turn their STBs 
into branded content aggregation hubs 
offering this seamless access to their own 
content, alongside the Google Play Store 
containing thousands of apps and games. 
The user experience can be customized to 
work on mobile and web, as well as other 
platforms where Chromecast is integrated. 
This enables end users to cast music, films, 
videos, and even games from other devices 
without ever leaving the sphere of an 
operator’s branded STB environment.
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The Operator Tier 
Device Lifecycle
In addition to enabling a fully customized and branded experience, the Google Operator Tier 
Program also aims to streamline the certification element of the process. Under the structure 
provided by the program, a new product deployment and launch cycle may follow the high-
level timeline below.
 

Hardware Selection

Google does not mandate the use of a 
particular SoC or OEM, but it does specify 
minimum requirements for the device. 
The advantage of this approach is that the 
device will meet performance expectations 
over the expected lifetime and through 
Android version updates. Google also 
requires that the remote control supports 
a number of keys - including DPAD/Select, 
Home, Back and Search - with the option 
to add additional buttons to enhance the 
capabilities and device usability.

Operator Tier Approval

Once hardware has been selected, and 
before development and customizations 
begin, operators must gain approval for 
using the intended device. Google does not 
mandate the overall UI but will validate that 
the design meets its guidelines, confirming 
that the launcher supports the required 
access to apps and games, presentation of 
notifications, and access to device settings.

Development 
& Testing

Firmware customization
Launcher development

Content integration

Google 
Certification

Certification

Lifecycle 
Management

Feature enhancements
Bug fixes

Security updates

Hardware 
Selection

SoC selection
OEM selection
R/C selection

Operator Tier 
Approval

UI Certification
Device approval
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Development & Testing

Google offers plenty of freedom in the way operators undertake development and testing of 
their chosen UI. The level of customization, and the complexity of the integrations to support 
linear TV channels as well as a VOD catalog, will typically dictate the time spent on this phase. 

Google Certification

Every Operator Tier device must be certified by Google prior to launch; a process which is 
typically led by the OEM. To facilitate certification, Google provides an automated test suite 
capable of running tests across a farm of devices to accelerate cycle times. Once devices have 
passed all self tests, the OEM test results must be submitted to a Google approved 3rd Party 
Lab (3PL) for approval along with production ready samples for final device verification prior to 
launch approval.

Lifecycle Management

Once deployed, the lifecycle of the Android TV device is within the control of the operator. 
However, there is an overarching requirement to support quarterly security updates provided by 
Google and to introduce two later versions of the Android operating system over the lifecycle of 
the product.
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Is Android TV 
The Right Choice?
Android TV is an increasingly interesting option for operators and 
could certainly be the right choice, depending on a company’s 
priorities. Easily described, certified Android TV devices are suited 
for projects where you are planning to provide, or you already are 
providing, OTT or a hybrid service with IPTV or DVB in a highly 
competitive market.
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It maximizes the entertainment appeal

The real differentiator for an operator offering 
is the ability to amalgamate content from 
various sources and serve it to customers in 
one service. Android TV enables access to 3rd 
party apps via the Google Play Store, which 
has thousands of video apps for Android TV. 
This paves the way for operators to build a 
comprehensive and compelling service. With 
Android TV Operator Tier Custom Launcher, 
an aggregated content catalog may be 
served under the operator’s flag, meaning 
consumers don’t need to access other 
content via a separate service. 
 

It facilitates maintenance

There are a plethora of features and 
capabilities that may be tapped into on 
Android TV. However, there is also an element 
of maintenance and overhead associated 
with keeping up-to-date with Android OS 
updates and certification requirements. A 
certification-ready custom launcher ensures 
that certification requirements and OS 
updates are handled on an on-going basis 
as part of a product roadmap, all while 
maintaining control of the user experience, 
layout, and content prioritization. 

It ensures adaptability

Consumers want to be able to view the 
content they want when and where they 
want it. If an operator cannot be present on 
multiple platforms, it will very quickly lose its 
subscribers. Android is powering more and 
more devices each year, from Smart TVs and 
set-top-boxes to mobile devices. The fact 
that Google has put a lot of development 
effort into evolving the capabilities also helps 
to ensure it will continue to remain relevant 
as consumer trends change.

“As a certified partner, Accedo has a flexible 
solution called Accedo Android TV Launcher, 
which provides everything you need to 
deliver a premium Android TV Operator Tier 
user experience.”

It is a Google certification-ready, specialist 
product framework that enables global TV 
operators to replace the standard Android TV 
Launcher with a set-top box experience that 
is customized to their brand. Contact our 
team to learn more.

Android TV Packs a Number 
of Benefits 
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Please Contact 
emea@accedo.tv   |   apac@accedo.tv   |   northamerica@accedo.tv

www.accedo.tv

About Accedo 
Accedo is a global video solutions provider delivering premium video 
experiences. We offer a combination of products and services to support 
customers at every stage of the video business journey, from strategy and 
design, through to delivery and post-launch optimization. Accedo has over 
600 employees in 17 offices across the world.


